DIY SOY CANDLES
This kit was created with love just for you!
Tools & Supplies:
4 cup glass Pyrex measuring cup
kitchen thermometer
two large wood wicks with base
sticker safety labels & labels to decorate
pot holder or kitchen towel
two 8 oz. low profile tins with lids
microwave
butter knife
scissors
markers
Ingredients:
10 oz. soy wax
1 oz. candle fragrance oil
Instructions:
With adult supervision, combine all of the wax (10 oz. by weight) in the glass measuring cup,
then place in the microwave for about 3 to 4 minutes until melted. (Microwave times can
vary so be sure to keep an eye on it!)
Carefully remove the measuring cup from the microwave using a pot holder or kitchen towel
as it will be hot! Check the temperature of the wax with the thermometer. You want the
wax to be about 185 degrees F. If it's too hot, allow to cool until it reaches the correct
temperature. If it's too cool, microwave for a brief period longer.
Now stir in all of the fragrance oil (1 oz. by weight) into the melted wax. Use the butter
knife or other metal utensil to combine the fragrance thoroughly with the wax.
Using scissors, cut the wicks to fit inside the tin. Place the wooden wick into the metal
base, then dip the base lightly into the wax. Place the wick in the center of the tin.
Repeat with the next wick and tin.
Once the wax cools to about 110 degrees F, pour the wax evenly into each tin and allow to
cool completely at room temperature.
When your candles have set up, apply the safety labels to the bottom of each tin. Then
decorate the blank labels to suit and apply to the lids of each tin.
You can burn your candles any time after 24 hours. Be sure to follow all candle safety
rules to keep you and your home safe

